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2 SuperKEKB/Belle II 
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・ The intensity frontier e+e- collider B-factory experiment with 
    instantaneous luminosity of 8×1035 cm-2s-1,  which is 40 times of KEKB. 
    Detector also upgraded to improve the performance and to cope with huge beam BG. 
 
・ First collision observed on 26th, Apr!  
 
・ Computing resource requirements: 
   - O(100 PB) storage, O (105) CPU cores, analyzed by ~800 collaborators. 
  
・ Distributed computing based on DIRAC 
   - Around 50 sites join distributed computing. 
   - Efficient monitoring and operation are key for the smooth analysis. 



3 Monitoring/operation overview 
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4 Active monitoring 
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・ Perform sanity check of worker nodes by submitting jobs periodically. 
   - CPU information, software required by VO card. 
   - CVMFS. 
   - Connectivity to SEs.  
   - Connectivity to the Condition DB. 
・ Results are summarized in web interface. 

WN basic info 

Cond DB connectivity 

SE connectivity 
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Active monitoring (2) 

・ Test connectivity of CEs from DIRAC servers which submit pilots. 
   - 4 types of CEs: ARC, LCG, OSG (not implemented), and local SSH sites (~ 20 sites).  
   - Perform arcinfo, glite-ce-service-info, ssh connection. 

・ SE health also tested by performing various operations from DIRAC slaves 
   (not shown in web app).  

History 



6 B2PlotDisplay 
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・ Collect series of plots in single place. 
 
・ Plots are stored in the DIRAC DB periodically 
   and Web App load plots. 

・ Trend plots show statistics for terminal statuses (Done, Failed etc)  
   and active statuses (Running, Waiting etc) simultaneously. 
   For terminal statuses, differential numbers are shown. 
 
・ This style is useful to grasp the tendency with single plot. 
 
・ Log plot can be shown by clicking the plot. 
   (Sometimes, running occupy and hard to see Done or Failed). 

Linear Log 

Pilot Trend  
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B2PlotDisplay (2) 

Pilot submission statistics Pilot wallclock time (min) Replication Trend 

DownTime 
(GOCDB information is translated in DIRAC  convention) 

Minimum time for normal pilot 

MC production progress 



8 Automatic Issue Detector (AID) 
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Computing sites 
Plots in B2PlotDisplay 

What happened? When started? 

・ Issues are summarized in single place after analyzing monitoring information.  
   This enable non-expert shifter to report issues. 
 
・ Analyze log file to identify the issue automatically. 
 
・ Final plan is to put all the issues in single page, but still under development. 
   Shifters need to check plots in B2PlotDisplay for some cases. 



9 Operation, issue tracking 
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・ Two shifters: normal and expert 
    
・ Normal shifter report issues via JIRA.  
   Shift manual defines when to submit ticket. 
   The issue is NOT notified to site admin 
   at this moment. 
    
・ Expert investigates the cause of issues. 
   If it is due to the site specific matter, 
   notify to the admin via the GGUS system.  

Site, Issue detected 

From AID 

Status: 
Open->In progress-> 
In Review -> Reached 

Plots related to the issue 



10 Operation experience 
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・ We had operation experience with series of MC production campaigns. 
 
・ Summary of JIRA tickets in half years of MC production campaign (2017 7/1 – 12/31). 
 
・ In total 327 (~2 tickets/day) 
    - Related to job processing ：167 
    - Storage, data transfer:110 
    - Central services: 50 
      (DIRAC server, LFC, Condition DB, Monitoring) 
 
・ Need some action in large portion of tickets. 
   → The workflow of the issue detection, report, tracking are basically working. 
 
・ 15% of the JIRA tickets are duplicated.. 



11 Further automation in the future 
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・ Automation of JIRA and GGUS tickets submission. 

- Issue 
- Site/SE etc 
- When happend 
- JIRA ID, status 
- GGUS ID, status 
- etc.. 

Monitoring DB - Detect the issue automatically. 
- If it is not reported by JIRA, store information 

-  Submit JIRA based on contents on Issue DB. 
   Update the status automatically.  
 
-  For the GGUS, sentence is made by the system. 
   Final submission button is pushed by the expert. 

Issue DB 

 ・AID shows the issue stored in Issue DB. 
 
・ Load of shifters are reduced drastically. 
   Duplicated tickets are not submitted. 
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・ Monitoring system for Belle II distributed computing is development  
   as an extension of DIRAC = BelleDIRAC.  
 
・ Active/Passive monitoring system collect information. 
   Two components are finally used for normal shifters: 
   - B2PlotDisplay 
   - Automatic Issue detector 
 
・ Confirmed to work properly in the MC production campaign. 
 
・ Automatic JIRA/GGUS ticket submission will be developed in the future. 
 
・ Plan to implement some of the stuffs on base DIRAC.  


